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T H E G L O B A L R E V O L T O F 1968 A N D
NORTHERN IRELAND
SIMON PRINCE
Lady Margaret Hall, University of Oxford

A B S T R A C T . The year 1968 witnessed a global revolt against imperialism, capitalism, and bureaucracy.
It was not – as has long been claimed – the start of a cultural revolution that produced greater personal
freedom, but the end of the post-war attempt to deﬁne a new left. This reinterpretation of ’68 as a global
revolt rather than the the baby-boom generation’s coming-of-age party is based upon recent research at the
local level. An examination of Ireland’s radical left during the ‘long ’68 ’ is an important contribution to this
work, as it was signiﬁcant as well as small. Contact at congresses and through the media with other leftists
enabled Northern Ireland’s ‘ sixty-eighters ’ to conceive of themselves as part of an imagined community of
global revolt. They shared similar goals and tactics. Like their comrades on the continent and across the
Atlantic, the region’s sixty-eighters tried to attract attention and support by provoking the authorities into an
overreaction. In a country dominated by the sectarian divide, however, clashes between Catholic protesters
and Protestant police oﬃcers were always more likely to lead to communal conﬂict than class struggle. The
Troubles is perhaps the most tragic outcome of the interaction of global and local politics that occurred
during ’68.

In 1988, the street protests staged in Western cities during 1968 were commemorated as the post-war generation’s coming of age.1 When they reached
maturity, the baby boomers had supposedly found themselves in conﬂict with an
adult world where conservative values and institutions had not kept pace with
economic modernization.2 Sixty-eight was presented as the beginning of a cultural revolution that had delivered personal freedom. This view was championed
by the handful of former activists who had established themselves as spokesmen
for the ’68 generation.3 By the thirtieth anniversary, historians had begun to
challenge this dominant reading. The media’s favourite sixty-eighters had retrospectively claimed that the movement’s ultra-left rhetoric should be ignored :
activists resorted to outdated Marxist terminology to describe the ﬂedgling
struggle for individual autonomy as nothing else was available. Historians have
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preferred to research the political language of ’68 for themselves rather than rely
upon the self-appointed translators.4 As the fortieth anniversary nears, this
approach has led to what is becoming the new consensus on ’68. Examining
speeches, pamphlets, and news-sheets written in the late 1960s, it becomes obvious
that political change mattered more than experimenting with new lifestyles.
Sixty-eighters were not turning away from politics in the pursuit of pleasure :
isolated individuals found happiness in collective action. They believed that they
were part of a global struggle to emancipate, not the individual from outdated
ways of living, but humanity from imperialism, capitalism, and bureaucracy.
Instead of a ﬂeeting festival of liberation, ’68 emerges as the culmination of the
post-war revision of Marxism and socialism as a whole.
The experience of Ireland’s radical left lends itself well to a case study of this
‘ long ’68’. Although it encompassed groups based in the emigrant community in
Britain as well as the island’s two partitioned states, Ireland’s radical left was
signiﬁcantly smaller than its counterparts in France, West Germany, Italy, and
the United States. Tracing the development of Ireland’s would-be revolutionaries
from the middle of the 1950s till the end of the 1960s is therefore more manageable than that of their continental and American comrades. It also requires
covering ground that has been neglected by previous studies of Northern Ireland
on the eve of the Troubles. The intensity of this conﬂict has encouraged the
assumption that communal violence was inevitable. The creation of a Protestantdominated state with a sizeable Catholic minority in the years following the First
World War did not solve the Irish question so much as rephrase the problem.
According to the oﬃcial story, when the ﬁrst generation of Catholics to beneﬁt
from the education reforms of the mid-1940s came of age in the late 1960s, the
minority population started to protest in the streets against the injustices of the
Protestant supremacist state.5 Northern Ireland had a civil rights generation, not
a ’68 generation. Indeed, Roy Foster’s history of modern Ireland warns against
making ‘ analogies with student movements ’ of the late 1960s. The ‘absence of a
distinct youth culture in Ulster society ’ has led Foster and others to conclude that
Northern Ireland was not part of the international festival of liberation and
therefore not part of ’68.6
However, the principal organizer of the march that sparked the Troubles,
Eamonn McCann, has always maintained that ‘ we were part of that ’.7 Writing
in 1998, he recalled that the motto of ’68 was ‘One world, One struggle ’. The
opening months of the Troubles were linked to ‘ the black struggle in the US,
the workers ’ ﬁght in France, the resistance of the Vietnamese, [and] the
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uprising against Stalinism in Czechoslovakia ’.8 Unlike the proponents of the
cultural revolution thesis, the middle-aged McCann repeats rather than reinterprets his younger self’s calls for a global revolt against imperialism, capitalism, and bureaucracy. In the late 1960s, McCann’s newspaper, the Irish Militant,
supported Vietnam’s guerrilla ﬁghters, advocated ‘ Workers’ Power ’, and condemned Soviet Communism’s bureaucratic socialism.9 Nevertheless, while
McCann has remained loyal to the aims of ’68, he almost immediately abandoned its tactics. As early as April 1969, McCann was conceding that the short
cut to socialism had failed.10 Like their comrades on the continent and across
the Atlantic, Northern Ireland’s leftists had attempted to expose the state’s
hidden brutality, escape isolation, and stimulate a movement by adopting a
strategy of provoking an overreaction from the authorities. This was a decision
that owed as much to desperation as to inexperience. Although one of the
American New Left’s founding statements opened with the subheading
‘ Agenda for a Generation ’, a few lines later came the admission ‘ we are a
minority ’.11 Even after growing rapidly throughout the decade, only around
1 per cent of American college students were activists in the spring of 1968.12
As one West German radical observed, ‘Without provocation we wouldn’t be
noticed at all. ’13 An escalating cycle of provocation and police repression did
succeed in bringing tens of thousands of people on to the streets in Northern
Ireland and other Western countries. However, the leftist assumption that
‘ Street ﬁghting leads to political struggle ’ proved to be ﬂawed.14 In Northern
Ireland, the struggle that the sixty-eighters provoked was between communities
rather than classes. As McCann told the New Left Review, ‘The consciousness
of the people who are ﬁghting in the streets at the moment is sectarian and
bigoted. ’15
Northern Ireland was not exceptional in ﬁnding historic divisions asserting
themselves at the close of the ‘ long ’68 ’. In the United States, for instance, the
malignant heritage of slavery can be detected in the ghetto riots and the ‘ white
backlash ’.16 What was diﬀerent about Northern Ireland was the extent and
duration of the violence : ’68 marked the beginning of decades of virtual civil
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war. As in other Western countries, the vast majority of the Northern Irish
public wanted order to return.17 But the communal divide ensured that the
centre could not hold. The option of restoring order by force was also unavailable to the Northern Irish authorities. Although French President Charles
de Gaulle had to make concessions to his generals to secure their support, the
army was constitutionally his to command.18 Political control of the military
units based in Northern Ireland rested in London, not Belfast. During the early
stages of the crisis, the British government’s main priority was to avoid any
military involvement.19 When the army ﬁnally was called upon to replace the
overstretched police force in August 1969, the arrival of soldiers in Belfast
and Derry was seen as a defeat for the Northern Irish government.20 Anyway,
the chance of securing a quick end to the crisis had already passed. While the
Provisional Irish Republican Army (IRA) oﬃcially came into being at the
end of 1969, the revival of militant Republicanism had begun at the start of
the year.21 Terrorist attacks also occurred in West Germany and Italy in the
years after 1968, but fascism had discredited the concept of armed struggle in
these countries.22 The Provisionals were able to draw upon a tradition that
stretched back to the nineteenth century. Republican violence and its loyalist
counterpart – based upon a similar history of armed resistance – undermined
every attempt to achieve an agreement. Leftists living in the aﬄuent West of
the 1960s seized upon Che Guevara’s argument that a revolution could be
made even without a revolutionary situation.23 When Northern Ireland’s
sixty-eighters tried to make a socialist revolution, they not only found that
conditions were vital but that everything was in place for a communal conﬂagration.
This article traces the course of the long ’68 – with the experience of Ireland’s
radical left providing the constant thread. Section I covers the background to ’68 :
the survival of authoritarianism into the post-war era and the attempt to deﬁne a
new left. Section II describes how American student groups pioneered the forms
of protest that characterized ’68. Section III looks at the inﬂuence of the transnational campaigns against nuclear weapons and the Vietnam War. Section IV
examines the personal and imagined connections that existed between sixtyeighters. Section V details how provocation enabled small bands of leftists to
trigger the creation of mass movements.
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I
The ‘ Protestant state ’ that had grown up in Northern Ireland between partition
and 1939 survived largely intact into the post-war era.24 Some concessions were
made in recognition of the greater international scrutiny that now existed. As
the ruling Unionist party explained to its supporters in February 1951, the
‘ Convention on Human Rights compelled us to be fair ’.25 For the most extreme
Protestants, however, the allocation of homes by the region’s housing trust on a
non-sectarian basis and increases in the state subsidy given to Catholic schools
were evidence of appeasement rather than fairness. Anxious not to lose their
support, the devolved government abandoned the attempt to pursue a more
liberal line. Legislation was passed in 1954 that required the police to protect the
display of the Union ﬂag and authorized the removal of the Irish tricolour when
ﬂourishing it threatened a breach of the peace.26
Although the Flags and Emblems Act has often been cited as evidence that
Northern Ireland was a police state, a virtually identical law had been added to
the West German penal code a few years earlier.27 Indeed, the Federal Republic
shared many of Northern Ireland’s supposedly undemocratic features. The
Christian Democrats remained in sole power in Bonn from the creation of West
Germany until 1966, while the Unionist party’s political hegemony lasted from
partition until 1972.28 Such ‘ dominant party systems ’ were suﬃciently common
in Western Europe for French sociologist Raymond Aron to lecture on the
phenomenon. ‘It is not a one-party system ’, he explained. ‘ Opposition parties
exist, and intellectual and personal freedoms are respected. But one party has an
overwhelming majority, and … no-one can see any possibility of [it] being replaced in power. ’29 In France, the Communist party – which was supported
by one quarter of the electorate – was actively excluded from even a share of
power. This was not surprising given that the Communists were committed to
revolutionary change, albeit after taking control through the ballot box rather
than insurrection.30 Moreover, as the Socialist leader Léon Blum highlighted,
the Communists were a ‘ foreign nationalist party’ – their ultimate allegiance
lay with the Soviet Union, not France.31 Northern Ireland’s Catholic parties
occupied a comparable position : eﬀectively barred from power, supported by
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a substantial minority of the population, pledged to overthrow the constitution,
and loyal to a political entity beyond the territorial boundaries of the state.32
That there was an ethnic dimension to Northern Ireland’s divided society,
of course, cannot be ignored. Even the liberal Unionist Terence O’Neill,
prime minister from 1963 to 1969, was prejudiced against the minority, referring to ‘papes ’ in a private discussion.33 Nevertheless, almost every Unionist
seems to have expected that rising standards of living would convince the
Catholic community to abandon Irish nationalism and accept the constitutional
settlement.34
The year 1956 revealed the degree to which the Cold War had woven together
international politics and domestic matters. In every Western country, the Soviet
invasion of Hungary stimulated the revision of Marxism and socialism as a
whole. Although this process was occurring within diﬀerent countries, common
themes were being discussed. The sense of shared endeavour that this generated
among the West’s radical left encouraged the spread of information across
national frontiers. The mechanisms for these exchanges were personal contact
and the mass media – both of which had grown rapidly in the post-war era.35
Given the complexity of adopting an idea from one context and adapting it to
another, this process did not unfold smoothly over time.36
France may have been at the vanguard of the post-war revision, but the ideas
were being continually modiﬁed both inside the hexagon and beyond its borders.
Following the Liberation, existentialism emerged as a serious intellectual rival to
Marxism-Leninism. Jean-Paul Sartre maintained that meaning could only be
given to meaninglessness and alienation overcome through action and commitment. Sartre increasingly regarded such engagement as being political and
revolutionary. This prompted him to move closer to the Communists and provoked criticism from intellectuals like Aron, Albert Camus, and Claude Lefort.
The latter together with another ex-Trotskyite, Cornelius Castoriadis, were the
driving force behind the journal Socialisme ou Barbarie. They argued that the
Russian Revolution had erected a state where the bureaucracy had replaced
the bourgeoisie as the exploiters of the proletariat.37 This interpretation only
gained inﬂuence after the suppression of the Hungarian revolt. Edgar Morin, a
disaﬀected party intellectual, accompanied Lefort on his tour of the Eastern
European upheavals. Upon his return, Morin brought together other former
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Communists to found the journal Arguments. Although the editors abandoned the
party and Stalinism, their work continued to reference the Communist canon.
Western Marxist thinkers, notably Georg Lukács, Karl Korsch, and Antonio
Gramsci, and the early Karl Marx were enlisted in support of their revisionism.
A humanist Marx, very diﬀerent from the determinist of the later writings,
emerged from his recently published notes on political economy and
Hegelianism. The so-called Paris Manuscripts revealed the continuity that existed
between Marx’s thought and Hegelianism, helping alienation take the place of
exploitation as the key Marxist concept.38
The Paris Manuscripts crossed the channel in 1958. The Oxford delegation
to an international socialist conference met French intellectuals seeking to
deﬁne a nouvelle gauche and adopted the term for its own political project.39
The youthful Oxford clique, in turn, introduced these continental European
ideas to the British New Left’s second tendency, dissident Communists.
When news of Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev’s 1956 speech condemning
Stalin reached Britain, Communist intellectuals E. P. Thompson and John
Saville orchestrated a campaign to replace democratic-centralism with open
debate. After Moscow moved against Budapest, the prospect of renewing
Communism from within the party disappeared for many members. The pair
resigned and eventually joined with the Oxford group to produce the New Left
Review.40
Like the majority of intellectuals within the British Communist party,
C. Desmond Greaves preferred to remain a card-carrying member. Nevertheless,
the executor of his literary estate, Anthony Coughlan, claims that the party’s Irish
expert should not be dismissed as a ‘ Stalinist’ : ‘one could scarcely meet a less
dogmatic person or a mind more open to alternative explanations ’.41 Roy
Johnston, another admirer of Greaves, similarly recalled that his mentor came to
the conclusion that ‘ the simplistic ‘‘ class struggle ’’ formulations of the CP in
Britain were quite remote from the Irish reality ’.42 This more creative interpretation of Marxism-Leninism could be reconciled with continued loyalty
because the Communist party cared little about Northern Ireland. Greaves
encountered no opposition as he transformed a front organization targeting Irish
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emigrants, the Connolly Association, into a pressure group campaigning for a
united, socialist Ireland.
From the mid-1950s onwards, the Connolly Association was committed to a
‘ three-pronged attack against British imperialism’ in both parts of Ireland and
Britain.43 The organization contended that Unionist dominance in Northern
Ireland was founded upon a sectarian political system. The association consequently believed that if full civil rights could be secured Catholic and Protestant
‘ would learn to respect each other ’. The uniﬁcation of the working class would
invariably lead to ‘ an anti-Unionist Government ’ being elected. Britain, where
power ultimately rested, would attempt ‘ to enforce imperialism ’.44 ‘The keystone
of the Connolly Association plan ’, stated its newspaper, ‘is therefore to enlist the
services of British democracy in the struggle for Irish freedom.’45 By highlighting
the discriminatory and authoritarian aspects of the regime, the Connolly
Association maintained that Unionism could be compelled to concede previously
denied civil liberties.46 When a progressive coalition was voted into power in
Belfast, as the strategy assumed would happen, the British Labour movement’s
support would be the deciding factor in the ﬂedgling government’s struggle with
imperialism.47 Further help would be provided by an anti-imperialist government
in Dublin, which would simultaneously be casting oﬀ the restraints imposed by
British ﬁnance capitalism. The common interest of North and South would bring
uniﬁcation, enabling ‘a native government to plan and direct the whole economic
life of the country ’.48 ‘Although such a programme does not spell socialism ’, the
Connolly Association newspaper asserted, ‘its direction is as unmistakable as
Castro’s Cuba. ’49
While Greaves deviated from the orthodox line in his approach to Irish politics,
he still adhered to the principle that progress could only come through the island’s
Communist parties and trade unions. By contrast, Coughlan and Johnston
decided in the mid-1960s that the militant Irish nationalist Republican movement
would be the agent of change – although only Johnston went so far as to join the
IRA and Sihn Fein. Following the failure of the IRA’s 1956–62 military campaign, the movement was receptive to the pair’s ideas. When Greaves castigated
Coughlan for pursuing socialism outside the ‘ working-class movement’, the
younger man retorted that the traditional left-wing parties ‘would never do
anything ’. In common with many left-wing intellectuals throughout the West,
Johnston believed that an alternative to social democratic parties and
Communism was needed. He aspired to ‘ develop the republican movement into
an all-Ireland democratic Marxist party having broad-based support from
workers, working management, working owner-managers, and self-employed ’.50
Although Coughlan and Johnston shared a common goal, the latter recalled
there being a ‘clear mismatch’ over the correct tactics to employ in the North.
43
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The dispute centred on Coughlan’s continued commitment to Greaves’s civil
rights approach.51 British imperialism, according to Coughlan’s reasoning, was
attempting to retain its inﬂuence over Ireland by promoting an economic union
with the South and reconciliation within the British Isles. He argued that this
should be exploited to launch a popular movement that would agitate for
comprehensive civil rights reform. The dismantling of the political and social
foundations of sectarianism would enable the Protestant working class to recognize that its interests were best served by a socialist republic not British
imperialism.52
The Republican movement’s proposals for a civil rights campaign appealed to
other opposition groups. In January 1967, an umbrella body called the Northern
Ireland Civil Rights Association (NICRA) was formed. The creation of a civil
rights coalition almost invariably entailed making concessions to more moderate
voices. Indeed, the civil rights campaign developed into a pressure group along
the lines of Britain’s National Council for Civil Liberties rather than Coughlan’s
vision of a popular movement.53 The initiative therefore began to pass to the next
generation of left-wing activists.
II
American student radicals, who came to prominence earlier than their Western
European counterparts because the ranks of adult activists had been decimated
by Communist witch-hunts, bridged the New Lefts of 1956 and 1968. In 1960, this
social group was ‘ annointed ’ by C. Wright Mills, to quote an interview Tom
Hayden – America’s star sixty-eighter – gave two decades later.54 The Texan
sociologist was friends with leading ﬁgures in the British New Left : he had tried to
get Thompson a job in Castro’s Cuba and had toured Eastern Europe with
Marxist intellectual Ralph Miliband in 1957.55 Indeed, it was in the New Left Review
that Mills famously wrote that the ‘ young intelligentsia ’, contrary to ‘Victorian
Marxism ’, was now the ‘possible, immediate, radical agency of change ’.56
Hayden’s Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) listed Mills’s article alongside
Out of Apathy – a collection of essays from the British New Left – and the Paris
Manuscripts as recommended reading in 1961.57 Existentialism also informed the
early SDS’s thinking. Hayden later claimed in his autobiography that Camus
exerted the same inﬂuence upon the group as Mills.58
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This commitment to existentialism was shared by the student wing of the civil
rights movement and helped to bring the two groups together. Indeed, when
Hayden married civil rights worker Sandra Cason, passages from Camus were
read at the wedding ceremony.59 Like many young people alienated from 1950s
America, Cason had got involved in the direct action campaign against segregated lunch counters. The spontaneous wave of sit-ins, which began in
Greensboro during the ﬁrst months of 1960, grew into the Student Non-violent
Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC).60 Northern student radicals were in awe
of this new civil rights group. ‘SNCC had suﬀered,’ SDS activist Todd Gitlin
recalled, ‘SNCC was there, bodies on the line, moral authority incarnate. ’61
The preoccupation of white Northern students with the civil rights movement
reached its apogee during the summer of 1964. SNCC’s projects in Mississippi
had repeatedly succumbed to state-sanctioned intimidation.62 The group believed
that the solution was to get hundreds of white Ivy League students to help register
Black voters. This would bring the media down to the Deep South, which meant
national attention and federal involvement.63 Doug McAdam concludes – based
on the systematic interviews conducted at the time – that most volunteers were
‘ liberals, not radicals ; reformers rather than revolutionaries ’.64 These liberal
values, which had mainly been acquired from their parents, complemented the
existentialist motives many volunteers had for going to Mississippi.65 However,
as the summer progressed, liberalism was exposed as an inadequate political
vehicle for the existentialist drive to combat injustice.66 The North’s political
and economic investment in the region proved more important to Washington
than the constitutional rights of Black Mississippians. A season of perceived
liberal betrayals culminated in the 1964 Democratic convention seating the
regular segregationist party over the integrated Mississippi Freedom Democratic
party.67
Nevertheless, for the Northern volunteers, the experience of working with
SNCC in Mississippi had been a revelation rather than a disappointment.
Referring to Camus’s La Peste, the project leader had told the training camp that
America ‘isn’t willing yet to admit it has the plague, but it pervades the whole
society’. Many volunteers seem to have identiﬁed with Camus’s heroic doctor
59
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waging an exhausting ﬁght against pestilence.68 One of the participants later told
McAdam that the ‘ whole experience was such a high ’. The students arrived back
at their campuses determined to recapture this freedom high. They also carried
north the radical political outlook and training in civil disobedience that they had
acquired. Consequently, when the authorities at Berkeley ended the practice of
allowing political groups to set up card tables, the Freedom Summer veterans
applied what they had learnt in Mississippi.69 The ‘ Berkeley model ’ was in turn
adopted and adapted by Western European students.70
The American civil rights movement’s foreign impact was probably greatest in
Northern Ireland, where the Black struggle received considerable media coverage
and comparisons were easy to draw. When young Catholic mothers from the
town of Dungannon protested at the lack of public housing in May 1963, they
carried placards bearing slogans like ‘Racial Discrimination In Alabama Hits
Dungannon ’.71 The African-American analogy, however, was not being invoked
to provide a new gloss to traditional strategies. Instead, it helped to shift politics
towards reform within the system and tactics of publicity-seeking civil disobedience and non-violent mass protests.72
A few months later, however, the inﬂuence of the African-American model had
waned. Instead of becoming a civil disobedience movement, the middle-aged
leaders of the Dungannon protests opted to set up a civil liberties pressure
group.73 These middle-class campaigners later helped found NICRA and carried
their ideas into the new body. It was ﬁve years after the initial Dungannon protests before another attempt was made to adapt American strategies to a diﬀerent
setting. The pressure group approach had failed to deliver results : the Unionists
were not prepared to make serious concessions and neither the Westminster
parliament nor the London press were interested in pressing for major changes.
NICRA treasurer Fred Heatley later recalled that ‘ the tactics of Martin Luther
King in America had been absorbed inasmuch that it was felt by some that only
public marches could draw wide attention to what we were trying to achieve ’.74
In the summer of 1968, a series of squatting incidents and a civil rights parade
took place in the Dungannon area. Key aspects of the African-American model
were not adopted and the desired breakthrough was not achieved.75 Police
reported that a large meeting of local Catholics concluded that ‘ the march was a
failure ’.76 Film of seemingly peaceful protesters being attacked was the only way
68
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to inspire mass support, attract media interest, and force the British government
to intervene. Further experimentation and creative reinvention would be required to bring success.

III
The international paciﬁst community was an important precursor of 1968’s
protest movements. The American peace movement, for example, played a
crucial role in diﬀusing Gandhi’s philosophy of non-violent direct action. For
these radical paciﬁsts, Satyagraha provided a ‘ post-Soviet, post-H-bomb expression of the needs of today’.77 The Satyagrahi, while strictly adhering to a
stance of non-violence, refuses to co-operate with unjust laws, and willingly
accepts the sacriﬁces this brings. By avoiding an escalating cycle of violence,
communication with the opponent remains possible. The Satyagrahi seeks to
demonstrate the pointlessness of coercion and the desirability of reconciliation.78
America’s leading paciﬁst A. J. Muste helped stimulate Martin Luther King’s
interest in Gandhi’s ideas.79 Although the 1955 Montgomery bus boycott initially
followed the pattern of previous Black protests, the unexpected length of the
campaign encouraged King to develop a new strategy based on Satyagraha.80
‘ Christ furnished the spirit and the motivation ’, he later wrote, ‘ while Gandhi
furnished the method.’81 Radical paciﬁsts also operated as movement consultants
for the embryonic SNCC. In the late 1950s, Muste’s Fellowship of Reconciliation
organized non-violence workshops throughout the South. When sit-in activists
gathered to agree SNCC’s founding statement, it was the radical paciﬁst
James Lawson rather than King who dominated the process of drafting the text.82
The universalism inherent in Satyagraha, the shared threat of nuclear war,
and the common Quaker background helped American paciﬁsts to develop
links with their British counterparts. As Richard Taylor observes, ‘ Muste [was]
second only in importance to Gandhi. ’ Although Britain possessed its own direct
action tradition, the incorporation of Satyagraha radicalized paciﬁsm. In
November 1957, the Direct Action Committee (DAC) decided to organize a
four-day Easter protest march to the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment
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at Aldermaston. While the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) and
the New Left’s Oxford tendency also contributed to this project, the ﬁrst
Aldermaston march was ﬁrmly within the Gandhian tradition of non-violent
direct action.83
‘ The DAC anticipated key aspects of 1968. ’84 As the minutes for the 1957
foundation meeting reveal, the activists felt that ‘ Widespread material contentment and a feeling of impotence’ ‘ made dramatic unorthodox means of spreading of ideas more and more necessary ’. The ultimate goal of the DAC and other
radical paciﬁsts around the world was a non-violent society. This internationalism
manifested itself in such activities as the Sahara project. In conjunction with
Western European and American paciﬁsts, the DAC attempted to disrupt
French nuclear testing and spread the message of non-violence to Ghana.85
While the DAC’s priorities were probably at variance with those of the Third
World independence movements, greater aﬃnities existed with the West’s
non-violent groups. In West Germany, around 200 protesters marched to the
Bergen nuclear missile base on Good Friday 1960. The British inﬂuence upon
the Easter March movement was underlined by the presence of CND leaders
Bertrand Russell and Canon John Collins on its board of trustees.86 Ireland’s
CND groups went one step further, eﬀectively subsuming themselves within
the British movement. The main public activity undertaken each year by the
two Irish campaigns was to send representatives on the Aldermaston march.87
Irish emigrants also participated on an individual basis in this annual demonstration. McCann marched with CND in 1965 and in the process moved
further to the left. He met Gerry Lawless, a former IRA quartermaster, along
the route and was recruited into his Trotskyite Irish Workers’ Group (IWG).88
The peace movement was an important stage in the political education of
many other Northern Irish radicals. Indeed, even though the movement was
in serious decline by 1968, CND banners were carried on the ﬁrst civil rights
marches.89
By the second half of the 1960s, as CND’s Peggy Duﬀ later observed, ‘the war
in Vietnam superseded the Bomb in public interest and concern ’.90 When the
Northern Irish CND applied to march in late 1966, this was part of a campaign
against British support for the American war eﬀort rather than in favour of
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nuclear disarmament.91 As America’s military intervention expanded and grew
more militant, so did the New Left in almost every Western state.92 Elements
within the New Left increasingly came to identify with the Communist National
Liberation Front (NLF). This was the culmination of an interest in the Third
World independence movements that had begun with the radical left’s post-war
reappraisal. Colonial struggles aided Western radicalism’s attempt to escape
exhausted orthodoxies by oﬀering variations upon European theories and practices of revolution.93 Guerrilla ﬁghters also represented a romantic alternative to
Eastern Europe’s apparatchiks. Their courageous stand against apparently invincible forces was a source of inspiration for embattled Western radicals. Castro’s
small party of insurgents were almost annihilated soon after landing in 1956, but
were to enter Havana as Cuba’s masters two years later.94 The new government
subscribed to the faith that any guerrilla campaign could generate the means to its
own success. As Guevara proselytized, ‘it is not always necessary to wait for all the
conditions for revolution to exist – the insurrectionary focal point can at times
create them ’.95 This was in direct contrast to the other main theorists of guerrilla
war and to Marxism-Leninism in general. Nevertheless, as Northern Irish activists made clear, the Cuban reading held the greatest fascination for
Westerners.96 The idea that revolution fundamentally depended upon an act of
will rather than favourable conditions appealed to the existentialist instincts of the
New Left.97
The interest in Third World conﬂicts also stemmed from the belief that, again
contrary to classical Marxism, revolution in the periphery provided the best
chance of revolution in the centre.98 The most comprehensive explanation
of this position was presented by the Sozialistischer Deutscher Studentenbund (SDS) in
May 1966. The imperialist powers, in its opinion, were inﬂicting exemplary
punishment upon Vietnam to caution other Third World countries from
embarking upon their own liberation struggles and seriously disrupting the
capitalist system. The fears of America and its allies mirrored SDS ’s hopes. If
the Vietnamese continued to resist and guerrilla campaigns were launched elsewhere, then the drain on resources would undermine the consumer culture that
had supposedly neutralized the revolutionary potential of the West’s working
91
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class.99 Given that the leftists believed they were confronting fundamentally the
same enemy, actions in the First World were regarded as a useful contribution to
Communist North Vietnam’s war eﬀort. The Irish Militant declared that one of
the ‘duties to Vietnam ’ owed by ‘socialists in Western Europe’ was to provide a
‘ diversion of [American] attention ’.100
IV
In February 1968, activists from North America and Europe travelled to West
Berlin for the International Vietnam Congress. SDS called upon its comrades to
‘ commence the coordinated battle against imperialism on European soil ’.101 This
solidarity was to be forged through words and actions. The main hall was decorated with a huge North Vietnamese ﬂag bearing Guevara’s famous dictum :
‘ The duty of a revolutionary is to make a revolution. ’ SDS provided political
literature, including translations of Guevara’s Message to Tricontinental Magazine in
which he proposed the creation of ‘ two, three, many Vietnams’.102 Twenty
thousand people marched through the city, carrying red ﬂags and giant portraits
of Guevara, Mao Tse-tung, and Ho Chi Minh.103
SDS was more militant than the other groups were because West German
activists and authorities had become locked into an escalating cycle of violence
that was driven in part by contrasting interpretations of the nation’s Nazi
past. The main political parties who had formed the grand coalition in 1966,
responded to what was viewed as a renewed totalitarian challenge by voting
themselves coercive powers to defend the state during emergencies.104 SDS, who
understood fascism as a form of bourgeois dictatorship imposed by society’s
dominant classes at times of crisis, believed such developments indicated that ‘ the
postfascist system has become a prefascist system ’.105 SDS members were also
determined not to be party to what they regarded as the ‘second silence ’ surrounding ‘Auschwitz-Vietnam ’ – the air war that was killing thousands each
week.106 Although SDS’s ideas were signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by this speciﬁc cultural context, the foreign delegations nonetheless chose to adopt and adapt much
99
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of what they had learnt in West Berlin. Less than a week after the congress,
French leftists sought to replicate its militancy by occupying the heart of the Latin
Quarter. A contemporary account of the ‘ Heroic Vietnam Quarter ’ demonstration highlighted how the marshals were ‘particularly ‘‘well seasoned ’’ since
Berlin ’ and the chants were ‘imported from Berlin ’.107 In April 1968, shortly after
the attempted murder of SDS leader Rudi Dutschke, French Trotskyites were
calling for ‘two, three, many Berlins ’.108
‘ Belfast’, Bob Purdie observes, ‘was one step beyond London, the farthest
outreach of the revolutionary network.’ Nevertheless, the province’s foremost
leftists – McCann, Michael Farrell, and Cyril Toman – were present in the
metropolis for periods during the 1960s.109 This clique, which had formed at
Queen’s University Belfast earlier in the decade, was recruited through
McCann’s contact with Lawless into the London-based IWG.110 While living in
the British capital, McCann attended the July 1967 Congress on the Dialectics of
Liberation. ‘ Groups all over the world are doing much the same as some of us are
doing here in London ’, David Cooper, who was part of the planning committee,
told the congress, ‘and we want to get this transnational network established. ’111
The speakers included the critical theorist Herbert Marcuse, who was a major
inﬂuence upon Dutschke, and the then chair of SNCC, Stokely Carmichael.112
McCann listened to the latter proclaim that SNCC militants were ‘going to
extend our ﬁght internationally and hook up with the Third World ’.113 The clique
was also linked to the transnational networks of rebellion through Farrell’s involvement in student politics. As chair of the Irish Association of Labour Student
Organizations, Farrell attended foreign conferences such as the International
Union of Socialist Youth’s 1966 Congress in Vienna.114 Farrell later claimed that
the Maoists he encountered at these events particularly inﬂuenced his thinking.
A slightly younger set of Northern Irish activists belonged to a British group
created to imitate the French student movement – the Revolutionary Socialist
Student Federation (RSSF).115 Its inaugural June 1968 conference was attended
by leading foreign radicals like Cohn-Bendit, all of whom had been invited to
London by the BBC for a television programme on the global revolt.116 The
Queen’s University branch of the RSSF was established by students who had
encountered the group while attending the Grosvenor Square Vietnam Solidarity
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march on 27 October 1968.117 Northern Ireland was not under quarantine while
the revolutionary contagion raged throughout the West.
The emergence of media with worldwide reach was crucial to giving 1968 its
global character. Although face-to-face contact was possible at congresses, the
overwhelming majority of activists were never to meet their foreign counterparts.
It was through the media that radicals around the world were able to conceive of
themselves as belonging to the imagined community of global revolt.118 The
feeling of international solidarity was generated not only by the mainstream
media but also by the print ephemera published by the radical groups themselves.
The IWG, as a member of the Fourth International, had access to material from
other Trotskyite organizations.119 Farrell has frequently admitted that he was
‘ heavily inﬂuenced ’ by a pamphlet written by the American Trotskyite George
Breitman about how the mobilization of oppressed social groups could radicalize
the whole working class.120 Although the media helped diﬀuse ideas around the
globe, the ideas were more often in a fragmentary form removed from the original context.121 When barricades were thrown up in the Latin Quarter during
May 1968, the protesters seem to have been consciously appealing to public
memory of France’s revolution tradition.122 Foreign observers of the événements
missed this historic allusion. For activists at New York’s Columbia University,
who were watching on television, the construction of barricades was seen as a
means of confronting the police.123
The desire for coverage required Western activists to fulﬁl the media’s insatiable need for spectacle, novelty, and progression.124 In Derry, where leftwingers from the Labour party and the Republican movement had entered into
an unoﬃcial alliance, activists like the newly returned McCann spent the ﬁrst half
of 1968 chasing attention.125 A city with a clear Catholic majority had a Unionist
council because the electoral boundaries had been gerrymandered. Most
Catholic families were crammed into a single ward, creating appalling overcrowding and an opportunity for the leftists. On 2 April 1968, the Irish nationalist
Derry Journal ’s main news story was that a ‘ dozen men and girls ’ had created
‘ uproar ’ at the council’s March meeting.126 The radicals were also present at the
April meeting, but on this occasion they failed to make the front page of the local
newspaper.127 To become the lead story in the city’s media again, they deposited
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a caravan on the main road of the Catholic Bogside district.128 Activists in all
Western countries found themselves caught up in this state of almost constant
protest. ‘ Inside the movement ’, Gitlin later remembered, ‘ one had a sense of
being hurled … from event to event without the time to learn from experience. ’129 McCann concurred that careful planning was impossible under such
conditions : ‘ we became involved willy-nilly, just surﬁng along on it and really
making things up as we went along ’.130
V
At the end of 1967, Carmichael succinctly described SNCC’s strategy: ‘ You
create disturbances, you keep pushing the system … until they have to hit back;
once your enemy hits back then your revolution starts. ’131 This tempting short cut
out of the political margins was taken by almost every New Left group. As CohnBendit recalled in his instant history, a crackdown by the authorities ‘ opened the
eyes of many previously uncommitted students ’ and inspired them ‘to express
their passive discontent ’.132 Despite the long-term growth of tolerance, Western
police forces were only too willing to play the role assigned them by the leftists.
The Parisian police had acquired both personnel and practices from a military
that had spent most of the post-war era ﬁghting colonial wars. On 17 October
1961, almost 40,000 Algerian men, women, and children assembled to protest
against the curfew imposed upon their community. Prefect of Police Maurice
Papon had reportedly toured barracks in the weeks before the demonstration
hinting to the oﬃcers that brutality would be condoned. The police ﬁred upon the
protest almost immediately, charged the crowd, closed oﬀ the surrounding side
streets, isolated the routed demonstrators into small groups, and clubbed them.
An estimated 200 people were killed. Although Papon had moved on by May
1968, the demonstrators in the Latin Quarter were still facing the force he had
formed to combat opponents of the state.133
The Royal Ulster Constabulary’s (RUC) masters also believed that the police
should serve as aggressive defenders of the political status quo. With this in mind,
Derry’s radicals decided in the summer of 1968 that ‘the one certain way ’
‘ to provoke the police into overreaction and thus spark oﬀ mass reaction ’ was
‘ to organise a non-Unionist march through the [Protestant] city centre ’.134 As
the Derry Journal reminded its readers, during ‘the past twenty years several
attempts have been made by the Nationalist Party … to demonstrate in … the
main thoroughfares of the city. They were met by police batons.’135 The city’s
moderate Catholic politicians remembered these beatings and were not prepared
128
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to endorse a march into the walled city. Sponsorship for a march on 5 October
1968 came instead from the Belfast-based NICRA, which was anxious to underscore its claim to be non-sectarian. The Unionist government, however, remained
unconvinced and banned the march from Protestant areas.136 The government was also concerned about the involvement of Derry’s radicals in the planned march. The home aﬀairs minister stated shortly after the march that ‘a
revolutionary socialist group ’ ‘ sought and planned for riot ’. Indeed, although
NICRA agreed to give its name and support to the march, almost all organizational matters were left to the Derry activists. The march therefore was a deliberately chaotic aﬀair: stewarding was inadequate, the front rank of marchers was
pushed up against the police line, and missiles and abuse were hurled at RUC
oﬃcers. As the sixty-eighters had hoped, this provocation led to the police indiscriminately using their batons in front of the television cameras.137 The city’s
former mayor declared that Northern Ireland was now part of the ’68 revolt :
‘ We have seen these sort of people at work lately … all over the globe and
much nearer home, at Grosvenor Square …, in Paris, Dublin, and now in
Londonderry. ’138
‘ By 1968, there was very little indication that Belfast undergraduates were part
of the world-wide wave of student protest. ’139 There was nothing unusual about
this : the events of May in Paris also had humble beginnings. As Cohn-Bendit
recalled, ‘ when a minority of students takes conscious advantage of their freedom
to attack the established order, they can become a catalyst activating a larger
section of the student population ’.140 Following the arrest in March 1968 of four
students from Nanterre for demonstrating in support of the NLF and against
American imperialism, over 100 others gathered to protest against this violation
of free expression. From this meeting emerged the 22 March movement – a reference to Castro’s 26 July movement.141 Within the space of a few months, the
cycle of provocation and repression initiated at Nanterre had brought tens of
thousands of students on to Parisian streets.142
In Northern Ireland, the violence surrounding the Derry civil rights
march inaugurated an almost identical process. After the initial Derry disturbances, Queen’s University lecturer Seamus Heaney noticed ‘ embarrassed,
indignant young Ulstermen and women whose deep-grained conservatism of
behaviour was outweighed by a reluctant recognition of injustice’.143 Close
to 3,000 students assembled on 9 October 1968 to march in protest on city
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hall.144 After being halted short of their destination by the RUC, the protesters
returned to Queen’s University to discuss the day’s events. This developed into
what participants later characterized as an intensely emotional debate about the
problems aﬄicting Northern Ireland. The meeting decided to establish a permanent protest group, the People’s Democracy, to agitate for social and political
change.145 From this moment, as the university’s newspaper claimed, ‘ Student
Power had come to Belfast. ’146
For most New Left groups, their ﬁrst objective was to stimulate a movement. At
Nanterre, left-wing sects overcame doctrinal diﬀerences to form the 22 March
movement.147 In Belfast a similar coalition was forged.148 The most important
faction was led by McCann, Farrell, and Toman – beneﬁciaries of the decision
not to limit membership to students.149 Another prominent tendency was the
university’s RSSF branch.150 Its news-sheet, Defamator, employed the same ideas
and terminology as their ‘comrades in France ’. In the early December issue, it
was stated that ‘ relations of domination … are made apparent only when the
bureaucracy is provoked into showing its true dictatorial nature ’.151 In keeping
with this belief, the RSSF regularly used People’s Democracy protests to disrupt
the smooth running of the university.152
The ‘ innocents ’ – the label used by Kevin Boyle in a 1972 interview –
outnumbered the ‘politicos ’ within People’s Democracy. Boyle, who lectured
at the university during the late 1960s and regarded himself as ‘ three parts
innocence ’, made the ‘ existential choice ’ to stand for election to the ‘Faceless
Committee ’. The left-wing cliques and the university’s moderate political societies still succeeded in getting members on to the committee. Boyle and
another three-parts innocent, Bernadette Devlin, tried to resist factionalism and
act in the interests of People’s Democracy as a whole. As Devlin later recalled,
the pair were ‘ referees ’.153 Nevertheless, as time progressed, many innocents
were converted to revolutionary socialism. Indeed, Boyle and Devlin also found
themselves ‘ moving towards a radical position ’.154
Assembly meetings in Belfast – as they had in Berkeley, West Berlin, Turin,
New York, and Paris – functioned as a school of revolt.155 A nationalist politician
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who attended some of these assemblies found ‘Enthusiasm was high, commitment was strong and idealism pervasive. ’156 Many participants, intoxicated by
this experience, found themselves being swept in previously unimaginable directions. Devlin recalled in her 1969 autobiography that the group ‘educated ourselves into socialism ’ because ‘the most eﬀective solutions to the problems we
discussed always turned out to be the solutions oﬀered by the left ’.157 Most of the
region’s youthful intellectuals shared their diverse opinions and together developed new perspectives. McCann gave a series of speeches, Farrell drafted political
programmes, and Toman, who repeatedly drew comparisons with the Sorbonne
assembly, chaired a number of debates.158 Other signiﬁcant contributions seem to
have been made by marginal ﬁgures. John Johnston, as his private papers demonstrate, was familiar with international radical politics : he owned a translation of
Camus’s Neither Victims nor Executioners, material published by the American peace
movement and literature printed by the International Union of Students.159
Indeed, an article in the People’s Democracy news-sheet Billy Liar argued that
‘ Non-Violent Direct Action ’ ‘should receive much more serious consideration at
meetings ’.160
Defamator sought to instil socialist beliefs by explaining how the problems facing
students, police brutality in Derry, and even American imperialism were all
connected. The strategy of showing the ‘path from the examination-room to the
paddy ﬁelds of Vietnam ’, to quote a British pamphlet in Boyle’s possession, was
employed by a number of New Left groups.161 The Columbia branch of SDS,
which had sent a representative to RSSF’s inaugural conference, had investigated
the links between research being conducted at the university and the military.162
Similarly, Defamator printed allegations that the biochemistry department was
receiving funding from the CIA.163 Although this approach appears to have
converted some, a signiﬁcant section of the student population remained hostile.
One such student wrote to the Belfast Telegraph on behalf of the ‘majority ’ to
condemn People’s Democracy as ‘ a very small minority ’.164 Defamator replied
to their criticism with a spoof letter from the ‘ decent hardworking subservient
snivellers’ who regarded their university education as merely an ‘admission
ticket ’ to the ‘ grown-up world of Business and Politics ’.165 The characterization
of the university as a knowledge factory was a familiar New Left trope. Indeed,
the suggestion that the university should be tailored to the needs of students, not
156
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government and commerce, proved popular on Western campuses. Defamator
demanded greater freedom of expression, equal representation for students on
governing bodies, the end of the concept of in loco parentis, and cheaper accommodation.166 This was, however, a ‘ transitional reform programme ’. Echoing
SDS’s slogan ‘ A free university in a free society ’, Defamator maintained that ‘ there
cannot be a free university without a free society ’.167
Political education and a feeling of solidarity also came through action. On 4
November 1968, the police blocked a march to city hall after People’s Democracy
refused to accept the proposed re-routing. Participants therefore had to improvise, adapting tactics to suit the changing situation. Some marchers ﬁltered past
the police cordon, provoking several RUC oﬃcers to break ranks and physically
restrain them. When the police regrouped to form a stronger cordon, the
marchers responded with a sit-down protest before voting to disperse and meet
again at city hall. When they arrived in the centre of Belfast, the decision was
taken to block traﬃc. The police forcibly removed many of those sitting in the
streets and loyalists assaulted several students. The day’s events were considered
suﬃciently momentous for the student newspaper to rush out a supplement.
Unnamed students of both sexes were quoted criticizing police brutality and
loyalist violence. A ‘staunch believer in the principles of Unionism ’ informed the
newspaper that his ‘faith in the RUC ’ was at ‘a rather low ebb ’.168
Although many People’s Democracy members were moving ‘ inexorably left ’,
the majority of the movement retained a broadly reformist outlook.169 This
tension between moderates and extremists showed signs of becoming an open
split after O’Neill made a televised appeal on 9 December 1968 for an end to
demonstrations. McCann told the university debating society that ‘ radicals …
should say to Terence O’Neill …‘‘not nearly good enough. We want the lot, we
want it now – and that’s not fast enough. ’’ ’170 This ‘ abrupt rebuttal ’ of ‘ the
appeal by the Prime Minister ’, according to a ‘former support of PD ’, was
‘ irresponsible ’ and placed the left in a ‘suspect position ’.171 Other students were
also persuaded by O’Neill’s Gaullist strategy, but preferred to work within
People’s Democracy to secure his desired breathing space.172
While the overwhelming majority of the population was anxious to avoid a
serious confrontation between protesters and loyalists, this was exactly what
Farrell wanted to provoke. ‘ I believed, ’ he told an interviewer two decades
later, ‘ that if you attacked on a number of fronts the whole thing would
166
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collapse … the state might dissolve – and then the demands you’d been making
could be achieved. ’173 Although a large People’s Democracy meeting voted for a
moratorium on street protests, Farrell remained determined to lead a march
across Northern Ireland. Exploiting the movement’s commitment to participatory democracy, the leftists won a vote in favour of Farrell’s plan at a sparsely
attended meeting held a few days before Christmas.174
Farrell modelled the parade from Belfast to Derry on King’s SelmaMontgomery march, which had re-started the stalled American civil rights movement by sparking racist violence and thus engineering a federal intervention.175
Farrell hoped to provoke a similar reaction : ‘ Either the government would face
up to the extreme right … and protect the march … or it would be exposed as
impotent in the face of sectarian thuggery, and Westminster would be forced to
intervene. ’176 Although Farrell wrongly thought that Selma was where King was
heading, he made no such mistakes when selecting the itinerary for the four-day
march from Belfast to Derry. ‘ A lot of the route was through my home area of South
Derry ’, he later remembered, ‘ so I knew … the likely reaction.’177 Few others
among the eighty or so people who began the march were prepared for the reception awaiting them in the Protestant heartland.178 Paul Bew, a Cambridge student
who took part while home for the holidays, later commented upon this naı̈vety :
If one had been more attuned to the society itself, one would have said, ‘ Well can one
march between here and Derry 70 miles in these little Protestant villages, is this a wise
thing to do ?’ In fact what we said was, ‘We are socialists. We are progressive. Trying to
stop us marching through your villages is ridiculous because we are carrying a banner of
enlightenment. ’179

The march would dispel these illusions about the signiﬁcance of Northern
Ireland’s communal divide. The marchers were not only harried and hindered by
a loyalist group, but were also met by local counter-demonstrations along the
route. On the Catholic side, there was an initial lack of enthusiasm for the
People’s Democracy march that in some cases verged upon outright hostility.180
However, as the marchers struggled towards Derry, the minority population
began to oﬀer support.181
The RUC, which at times had one sixth of its oﬃcers protecting the march,
lacked the resources to bring People’s Democracy safely from Belfast to Derry.182
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The police accepted that the marchers would occasionally be involved in scuﬄes
and stone-throwing incidents. Consequently, as the marchers began the ﬁnal day
of the journey, the RUC was relatively unconcerned by reports that a small band
of loyalists had assembled down the road. At Burntollet, however, an organized
ambush rather than a counter-demonstration met the march.183 At a meeting of
leftists in December 1968, Farrell had predicted that a serious loyalist attack on
the march would provoke an uprising in Derry.184 Following the ambush, the
second city was alive with rumours that some marchers had made the ultimate
sacriﬁce for the cause of civil rights.185 When the thousands who had gathered to
greet the marchers started to disperse, clashes between Catholic youths and the
police broke out in the side streets. Running battles were fought in the city centre
until the early hours of the morning.186 After the riot, gangs of RUC oﬃcers
seeking revenge penetrated into the Catholic Bogside.187 To defend their district
against any further incursions, the Bogside’s men threw up barricades and
armed themselves with cudgels the morning after the attack.188 This, however,
was an insurrection launched by the Catholic community, not the city’s working
class. The sixty-eighters lined up behind the barricades, but their moment had
passed.189 The old conﬂict over national and communal identities had been
renewed.190 Northern Ireland’s ’68 had ended.
Although the leftists were rapidly eclipsed by constitutional nationalists and
militant Republicans, the upheavals of ’68 nonetheless marked a sea-change in
Northern Irish politics. In June 1968, the Nationalist leader, Eddie McAteer,
warned his party that he had detected ‘ a dangerous groundswell of resentment
among our people’. McAteer, however, was not prophesising the Troubles, but
worrying that growing frustration would ‘set the clock back ’ to the end of the
1950s.191 At the start of the post-war era, McAteer had witnessed the AntiPartition League raise expectations of change to unrealistic levels and then had
watched helplessly as traditional Republicans exploited the resulting disenchantment to launch another pointless military campaign. In 1956, McAteer had conﬁded to the Irish government his fears that the ‘ present outbreak would be
quelled for a time only to recur again in ﬁve or ten years ’. Six years after the IRA
called oﬀ its oﬀensive, it seemed that this cycle was about to be repeated.192
Instead, the violence provoked by the sixty-eighters swept away the familiar
pattern of politics: the Catholic community abandoned apathy ; Unionism split
over how to respond to the crisis ; the world’s media arrived to cover another
struggle for freedom ; London and Dublin were forced into action ; and traditional
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Republicans were transformed from a shrinking sect of zealots into defenders of
hearth and home. Five decades of frozen politics had ﬁnished.
VI
Sixty-eight has come to stand for the half-way marker between the fall of Berlin
and the fall of the Berlin wall. Reinterpreting ’68 as a global revolt against
imperialism, capitalism, and bureaucracy therefore disrupts the grand narrative
of post-war Western history. In particular, taking the festival of personal liberation out of the story demands a more complex reading of the rise of individualism than that provided by the glib cultural revolution thesis. The retreat of
many activists into Leninism after the failure of their short cut to socialism, for
example, seems to undermine claims that sixty-eighters spearheaded the liberalization of culture and society. Putting the politics back into ’68 suggests that its
legacy was more one of civil strife than of civil liberties. This was certainly the case
in Northern Ireland. The region’s leftists had believed that by initiating an escalating cycle of provocation and repression the dictatorial face of the O’Neill
government would be unmasked. The divided working class would then unite
against the ‘Orange Tories ’ in pursuit of a socialist vision that transcended both
social democracy and Soviet Communism. Like the nineteenth-century French
revolutionary Auguste Blanqui, Northern Ireland’s sixty-eighters had thought
‘ Why discuss what it is like on the other side of the river ? Let us cross over and
see. ’193 When they marched over the River Foyle into the centre of Derry, they
hoped to discover a society polarized along class lines. Instead, they found that
sectarianism had gained in strength. Sixty-eight was a global revolt, but across the
Western world it took place in national and local contexts. The Troubles are
perhaps the most tragic result of this coming together of transnational trends and
historic divisions.
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